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new and improved

“
— Bruce DavisPAGE 3

dr. Bainey and his team have 
literally given me years more to 
enjoy with my grandchildren, 
my wife and my family. my ticker’s 
strong and i’m Breathing easy now.

interventional cardiologist dr. kevin Bainey, right, holds a model of the 
heart for patient Bruce davis, 80, and his wife kathy. davis recently 
underwent a new mitral-clip procedure to repair his leaky heart valve. 
thanks to teamwork between the mazankowski alberta heart institute 
and the ck hui heart centre, this leading-edge procedure is a new option 
for seniors who are too weak for open-heart surgery. 
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Mosquitoes
can’t 

bite you

if they can’t
 find

 you.

Some mosquitoes carry the West Nile virus, 
so it’s best to avoid being bitten at all.
  • Use an insect repellent with DEET. 

  • Wear light-coloured long-sleeved 
shirts and pants, and a hat. 

  • Consider staying indoors at dawn and dusk 
when mosquitoes are most active.

For more information and tips, visit �ghtthebite.info 
or call Health Link Alberta at 1-866-408-5465.

Some mosquitoes carry the West Nile virus, 
so it’s best to avoid being bitten at all.
  • Use an insect repellent with DEET. 

  • Wear light-coloured long-sleeved 
shirts and pants, and a hat. 

  • Consider staying indoors at dawn and dusk 
when mosquitoes are most active.

For more information visit �ghtthebite.info 
or call Health Link at 811.

you don’t know where or when you will reach the end 
of your road, but you can make that journey easier on 
your loved ones. discuss your wishes for a funeral, or 
a celebration of your life. ease the financial burden and 
pre-pay for some of those expenses and the others that 
will crop up. it will save everyone 
additional heartbreak. PAGEs 2, 6

thE End of thE roAd

PAGE 5

nEw ProGrAm GoEs 
bEyond ExPEctAtions
cancercontrol alberta is changing the channel to a new 
program: living your Best life with cancer and Beyond. 
twice each year through telehealth, all 17 cancer centres 
in alberta are opening the lines to support  
patients in their cancer journeys.
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There are plenty of health care options available. Learn yours by visiting the AHS website.www.ahs.ca

now is thE timE
to mAkE your
wishEs known

many of us save for a rainy day, 
plan for retirement, and plan our 
next vacation. just as important, 

we need to plan our health care future – 
and make sure our wishes are known. 

alberta health services encourages you 
to think about, talk about and document 
your wishes for health care to ensure your 
voice is heard. 

advance care planning allows your family 
or close friends to know what kind of care 
you want, and could bring comfort and 
peace of mind to those making health care 
decisions on your behalf. 

take the time to talk to your friends and 
family about your wishes. 

if there’s an unexpected event or change 
in your health and you aren’t able to make 
decisions about your health care, having 
a plan in place ensures your wishes are 
known. 

things you can do: 
• learn about advance care planning. 
• think about your values and wishes for 

your health care now and in the future. 
• talk with those who you are close to 

about your values and wishes. 
• discuss your wishes with your health 

care provider. 
• consider naming an alternate decision-

maker or agent. 
• complete your personal directive. 
it’s about making choices for your health 

care before a personal crisis; you owe it to 
yourself and you owe it to your family to 
think about your health care wishes now.

for more information, check out 
alberta health services’ interactive 
guide to help you start the conversation 
at www.albertahealthservices.ca/
advancecareplanning. n

There are plenty of health care options available. Learn yours by visiting the AHS website.www.ahs.ca

Your MedList helps your team provide the safest treatment: www.ahs.ca/medlist

What’s on                    MedList?your
Your entire health care team needs a complete medication list: 
prescribed medications, inhalers, patches, ointments, eye drops, 
vitamins – even herbal supplements and nicotine gum.

madison Berube spent the first three 
months of her life in the stollery 
children’s hospital due to a narrowing 

of her heart’s aortic valve.
over the years, the 11-year-old from grande 

prairie has visited the stollery many times, and 
experienced things her friends can’t understand. 
thanks to a new, online therapeutic tool, she 
can now connect with kids across canada who 
can relate to her medical journey.

in june, the stollery became the first hospital 
in alberta to join upopolis, a social support 
platform and networking tool that helps young 
patients safely and securely access kid-friendly 
medical content and stay connected with families, 
friends and schools while undergoing care.

“upopolis can provide online social support 
for our patients and help them connect with 
others in a safe way, stay connected to their 
communities, and relate to other children and 
youth on a similar health care journey,” says lois 
wolgemuth, manager of child life services at the 
stollery children’s hospital.

founded and created by kids’ health 
links foundation, the tool is funded by telus 
health through the stollery children’s hospital 
foundation.

“over the years, as a physician at this hospital, 

i have watched as more and more young 
patients have turned to the internet to find 
others going through similar experiences,” says 
ahs president and ceo dr. verna yiu. “there’s 
obviously a desire among patients and families 
to make these sorts of connections and, as a 
patient- and family-centred organization, i’m 
pleased ahs is helping to meet their needs.”

the medical content’s child-friendly language 
helps patients like madison better understand 
their diagnosis and treatment plan. upopolis 
also connects them with other patients who 
share similar diagnoses through public and 
private discussion groups.

“i’m excited to use upopolis because it is 
just for kids,” says madison.

in addition to remaining securely and 
privately connected with networks outside of 
the hospital or treatment centre, upopolis 
provides patients with familiar features of social 
networking. this includes personal profiles, 
newsfeed, instant chat, photo uploading and 
creating spaces based on common interests 
and/or diagnoses.

upopolis started in 2007 at mcmaster 
children’s hospital in hamilton. since then it has 
expanded to 10 additional hospitals and health 
organizations across canada. n

keeping patients connected
Stollery Children’s Hospital joins social support platform
Story by Sharman Hnatiuk | Photo by Mathew Martin

Stollery patient Madison Berube shows her brother Cameron and Alberta Health Services 
President and CEO Dr. Verna Yiu how to use UPOPOLIS, a social support platform.



having his golden years turn into gasping 
years was getting hard for retired 
rcmp officer Bruce davis, once an 

exceptionally fit man who also protected alberta 
premiers at the legislature and beyond during 
his years of service.

“i used to have a treadmill at home and would 
work out all the time,” says the 80-year-old 
edmontonian. “But in recent years, my quality 
of life wasn’t good. i tired easily. i puffed on the 
stairs. i wasn’t interested in anything. life had 
become a drag. all i could do was sit in a chair 
and read the paper.”

davis was one of many seniors living with 
shortness of breath, fatigue and heart failure due 
to a leaky mitral valve – but who are too frail or 
high risk for open-heart surgery.

in a heartbeat, his life changed 
for the better in march when he 
underwent a new leading-edge 
repair procedure that has seen 
him regain his health and vitality.

“it was painless. i didn’t feel 
a thing,” he says. “i had good 
success with that. i’m doing 
much better.”

his wife kathy, a retired 
registered nurse, agrees.

“Before his surgery, 
gradually he became weaker 
and weaker, and less likely to 
get out of his chair,” she says. 
“But right after his surgery 
when he woke up, i could see 
colour in his cheeks for the 
first time in years.”

dr. kevin Bainey, an interventional cardiologist 
at the mazankowski alberta heart institute, says 
the procedure can be life-changing.

“these people can’t even walk a block 
without being short of breath,” he says. “with 
the valve-clip procedure, we can improve upon 
that. Before this procedure, there were no other 
options for patients who could not have open-
heart surgery.”

their condition, known as mitral regurgitation 
(mr), is one of the more common types of 
heart valve disease, affecting nearly one in 10 
people aged 75 years and older. it occurs when 
the flaps of the heart’s mitral valve – situated 
between the main pumping chamber, the left 
ventricle, and the left atrium, which receives 
all the blood from the lungs – fail to close 
completely, causing blood to flow backward into 
the left atrium and into the lungs.

to compensate and keep up blood flow 
through the body, the left ventricle pumps 
harder, straining the heart. symptoms of mr 
include shortness of breath, fatigue, coughing, 
lightheadedness and swollen feet or ankles. mr 
also raises the risk of irregular heartbeats, stroke 
and congestive heart failure.

“instead of having to open the chest, we can 

now repair the valve in a minimally-
invasive way, using catheters 
inserted in the groin to guide the 
valve clip in place on the failing 
valve,” says Bainey.

“this device grasps the valve 
flaps to close the centre of 
the valve, leading to relief of 

symptoms. patients usually go 
home the next day feeling much 

better.”
and that is a vast improvement, says dr. Ben 

tyrrell, an interventional cardiologist with the 
ck hui heart centre at the royal alexandra 
hospital.

“historically, these patients have been treated 
with surgery,” tyrrell says.

“But often their heart muscle is just so 
weak that they’re not able to tolerate open-
heart surgery, which also means they’re 
not candidates for a heart transplant or a 
mechanical heart, either.”

teamwork between the maz and the ck 

hui has helped to bring the new procedure to 
edmonton.

as well, such advanced surgery would not 
be possible without the university hospital 
foundation, whose donors provided 
$6.6 million to fully fund the development of the 
mazankowski’s hybrid operating room, where 
these procedures take place. 

since 2014, it has allowed interventional 
cardiologists (cardiac specialists who treat heart 
defects using minimally-invasive, catheter-based 
techniques) and a cardiac surgeon to work 
simultaneously in an operating theatre, which 
also features the advanced echocardiography 
imaging system needed for catheter procedures.

“the foundation funds state-of-the-art 
technology and supports research and 
education that is essential to advancing the 
care that we provide at the maz,” says mishaela 
houle, executive director of cardiac sciences 
for alberta health services in edmonton Zone. 
“it’s this support that helps us realize our vision 
of being leaders in patient care.”

to date, the pilot program has seen six 
patients undergo the procedure, which isn’t for 
everyone.

“it’s still a niche procedure right now,” 
says tyrrell. “there are lots of anatomical 
considerations in picking the right patients for 
this catheter approach.”

for his part, davis is pleased he was one of 
the ‘right’ patients.

“while a valve repair may seem like a little 
thing, dr. Bainey and his team have literally given 
me years more to enjoy with my grandchildren, 
my wife and my family,” davis says.

“my ticker’s strong and i’m breathing easy 
now.” n
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A career in health care can be extremely rewarding. Visit the AHS website for career details. www.ahs.ca

BRUCE DAVIS

“
these people can’t 
even walk a Block 
without Being 
short of Breath. 
with the valve-clip 
procedure, we can 
improve upon that

Story and photos by Gregory Kennedy | 

High-tech heart-valve fix heals seniors too weak for open-heart surgery

brEAthinG EAsiEr
And bAck on his fEEt

Cardiac surgeon Dr. Steven Meyer, left, and interventional cardiologists Dr. Ben Tyrrell and 
Dr. Kevin Bainey pose in the hybrid operating room at the Mazankowski Alberta Heart Institute. 
The trio are part of the team at the Maz and the CK Hui Heart Centre who perform a new mitral- 
          clip procedure to repair leaky heart valves for seniors who are too weak for open-heart  
            surgery. Inset: an illustration of the mitral clip’s position in the heart.

– Dr. Kevin Bainey, 
interventional cardiologist at the 

Mazankowski Alberta Heart Institute
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Do you have concerns about your health? Visit the AHS website for symptom information. www.ahs.ca

services in  
your community

on thE mEnd
mend – mind, exercise, nutrition, do 

it! – empowers children and families to 
become active, healthier and happier. 
it is a free, healthy lifestyle program for 
children ages 2-13 and their families. 
learn about active play, healthy eating 
and mealtime habits, how to read food 
labels, behaviour change strategies, 
and more. for information, visit www.
albertahealthservices.ca/mend.asp.

AlbErtA PrEvEnts cAncEr
the alberta prevents cancer website 

connects albertans to useful resources 
and strategies they can use to reduce the 
risk of cancer, or detect cancer earlier. 
visit www.albertapreventscancer.ca to 
learn more.

childrEn’s homE cArE
this resource provides case 

management, health and developmental 
services and supports to children/families 
in their homes or community, including 
transition from hospital to home, acute 
long-term health care needs, and end 
of life support and care. for information, 
call community care access at 
780.496.1300.

bEttEr choicEs, 
bEttEr hEAlth – diAbEtEs

Better choices, Better health provides 
free workshops for people with or at risk 
of diabetes. workshops run just over 
two hours once a week for six weeks. 
adult family members and caregivers 
are welcome. workshop topics include 
understanding diabetes, self-monitoring, 
managing your blood sugar, planning 
meals, and more. for more information, 
see ‘related services’ at www.
albertahealthservices.ca/services/
bcbh.aspx.

philippa madill was five the first time her 
spine was X-rayed.

after being diagnosed with scoliosis, 
defined as a spinal curvature of more than 10 
degrees to the right or left, the 13-year-old from 
drayton valley received X-rays each year to 
monitor her spine as she grew up.

in may, philippa had her first scan using the new 
eos imaging system, a low-dose, 3d imaging 
system that captures whole body images of a 
standing patient in a single scan, at edmonton’s 
stollery children’s hospital.

“i watched my older sister hannah have as 
many as four X-rays per year to monitor her 
scoliosis,” explains philippa. “i’m happy that i’ll 
be exposed to less radiation thanks to this new 
technology.”

the eos imaging system exposes children to 
seven to nine times less radiation than standard 
X-ray machines as it creates a high-quality 
image by scanning the spine of a patient in 
approximately seven seconds. 

the refined images are used for initial diagnosis 
and assessment.

the system also boasts a micro-
dose setting which exposes 
patients to 50 times less radiation 
than a standard X-ray. while a 
micro-dose image may not be 
as clear as the traditional image, 
it’s sufficient to monitor disease 
progression for scoliosis patients 
who require followup imaging.

“X-rays and scans can be helpful, 
even life-saving, but increased 
exposure to radiation can lead to 
an increased incidence of cancer,” 
says dr. marc moreau, a pediatric 
orthopedic surgeon at the stollery. 
“it’s important to use the lowest 
dose possible when scanning a 
child; this technology allows us 
to obtain the best quality imaging 
without compromising the safety of 
our patients.”

scoliosis impacts three to five 
per cent of children, and typically 
affects girls more frequently and 
more severely than boys. the 
scoliosis clinic at the stollery sees 
about 1,800 patient visits per year, 
with patients who often require 
scans every six months.

“scoliosis is a three-dimensional 
deviation of the spine, but 
traditional X-rays only give us 
a two-dimensional view,” says 
moreau. 

“this new device uses an ultra-
low dose of radiation to provide 
extremely detailed, high-quality 
images. using the eos machine 
makes imaging safer for our 
pediatric patients and gives a more 
accurate perspective for diagnosis, 
surgical treatment and followup of 
the spine.”

the stollery children’s hospital 
foundation contributed $750,000 
toward the machine and an 
additional $27,500 for the micro-
dose software. n

Story by Sharman Hnatiuk | Photo by Mathew Martin

3d imaging cuts 
radiation for kids

Scoliosis patients safer 
with new diagnostic 
technology at Stollery 
Children’s Hospital

Philippa Madill, 13, has a scan using the new EOS Imaging 
System, a low-dose, 3D imaging system that captures 
whole body images of a standing patient in a single scan, at 
Edmonton’s Stollery Children’s Hospital.

SCNs ensure patient & 
family voices contribute 
to health planning and 
decision making.

Strategic Clinical  
Networks (SCNs)
Alberta’s engines of innovation.
Learn more at www.albertahealthservices.ca/scn
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For the latest health news updates in your zone, visit the AHS website. www.ahs.ca

Thank the People Who CareThank the People Who Care

Missed saying thanks to someone at AHS whose 
care or kindness mattered? Now’s your chance!
You can post - and share - your thanks using 
virtual sticky notes and emoticons at:

www.thanksforcaring.cawww.thanksforcaring.ca

ViSit US Online

follow us 
on pinterest 
for healthy 
living info and 
more: www.
pinterest.com/
ahsbehealthy.

passion for health blogs are an opportunity 
to introduce albertans to the people behind 
alberta health services who care deeply 
about providing the best possible care. the 
subjects range from personal stories of 
triumph, to healthy recipes, to active living. 
for some of our latest blogs, visit www.
albertahealthservices.ca/blogs/pfh.

there’s nothing quite like an act of kindness 
to help us focus on the good in the world. 
read our latest blog on the value of paying it 
forward: bit.ly/29FFicj.

check out fun and informative ahs videos 
on youtube. from health topics to information 
about our programs and facilities, we have 
dozens of videos for you to watch. go to 
www.youtube.com, search “ahschannel.”

follow your zone at Ahs_yEGZone:
• think a normal #bodytemp is an oral 
temperature of 37c? that’s the average. your 
temp may be 0.6c or more above or below.
• left untreated, sexually transmitted in-
fections can have lasting effects on your 
health and fertility: #gettested. visit http://
sexgerms.com/getting-tested.  
• spit #tobacco has 3,000-plus chemicals, 
including 28 known carcinogens. for help 
quitting, call the toll-free smokers’ helpline at 
1.866.332.2322.

faceBook

twitter

pinterest

youtube

a diagnosis of cancer can be devastating 
and the treatments that follow can take a 
toll on the body and mind. that journey is 

not easy, and it can be difficult to navigate.
But for prostate cancer survivor colin cantlie, 

the key to getting through it all is attitude, 
education and participation.

“attitude is so important in your recovery,” says 
cantlie. “if your attitude is to shut down, then 
your physical and emotional health may follow.”

cancercontrol alberta (cca) offers a way for 
patients to connect with other survivors and get 
practical tips and information about services 
available through a twice-yearly education event 
called living your Best life with cancer and 
Beyond (lyBl).

run by the cca transitions of care provincial 
project team, the event is designed to support 
cancer survivors in living well with and beyond 
their diagnosis. lyBl sessions occur twice a year 
in calgary and edmonton and are open through 
video teleconference at all 17 cancer centres; it 
is the only outreach cancer education event in 
alberta that is available to the entire province. 

 cantlie was diagnosed with prostate cancer in 
2014. after opting for a radical prostatectomy – 
an operation that removes the prostate gland and 
some of the surrounding tissue – he is currently in 
recovery and determined to get the most out of 
his life, even if it is one with cancer.

“you must have an attitude that helps you 
move forward with enthusiasm to help you get 
better and stay better,” he says.

cantlie believes one of the best ways 
to cultivate a positive attitude is by having 
conversations, getting out there and being active. 

“it’s your body and your health; you need to 
know what’s happening. you may not like the 

diagnosis but you can change a lot by your 
attitude and your approach and by learning 
something new about your cancer every day.”

amanda jacques, provincial education 
specialist – survivorship, cca, says each 
participating ahs cancer centre site creates a 
local live event with survivors, like cantlie, who 
share their cancer story and answer questions. 

“we want to give patients and families the 
ability to take the next steps and really empower 
them to live their best life despite having cancer,” 
says jacques.

the events focus on tips that participants can 
take right away to live their best life by:

• adding movement or exercise into their day. 
• having a positive outlook.
• appreciating things that are good in their life.
• learning how to minimize side effects.  
unlike many educational sessions and events, 

lyBl has been created for people with all types 
of cancer and stages of diagnosis, as well as 
cancer survivors. 

this uniqueness is what draws cantlie in. 
“although we do not all have the same form of 

cancer or the same outlook or prognosis, there 
is the common link between us that we are all 
survivors. we do not all think the same, so to 
share our different stories with each other allows 
us to support each other in a unique way.”

lyBl events began four years ago and have 
drawn over 2,000 participants across alberta. the 
next lyBl event will be held oct. 28 in edmonton 
and will be offered provincewide through 
telehealth, sites to be confirmed.

for more information about lyBl and 
other cancer support programs, visit www.
albertahealthservices.ca/cancer/Page9613.
aspx. n

Story and photo by Kristin Bernhard | 

living your Best life
with cancer and Beyond

Deb Allatt, AHS Lead, Provincial Patient Education, Patient Engagement and Supportive Care, 
left, joins patient Colin Cantlie and Amanda Jacques, Provincial Education Specialist – 
Survivorship, CancerControl Alberta, in the exercise facility at the Holy Cross Cancer Centre 
where Cantlie stays healthy following his cancer treatment.
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Looking for a physician in your area? Visit the Alberta Health Services website for information.www.ahs.ca

Discuss your wishes now 
and avoid heartache 
down the road

two years ago, i lost my mother 
unexpectedly. we’d never talked about 
end-of-life choices, so trying to make 

medical decisions on her behalf was agonizing. 
when she passed, i thought perhaps the worst 
was over.

i couldn’t have been more wrong.
my family had to immediately put together a 

funeral that honoured and reflected her while also 
meeting family and cultural expectations, and on 
a limited budget. that only extended the horror – 
all while chest-deep in grief.

not an experience i’d wish on anyone.
sparing loved ones such emotional trauma is 

the key reason to plan your own farewell service.
“it is a huge responsibility for the surviving family 

to create a meaningful celebration,” says ray 
reitsema, funeral director and assistant manager 
at foster’s garden chapel in calgary. “if someone 
is able to have a frank discussion with loved ones 
prior to death, some stress is removed from a 
very difficult and emotional process.”

prepayment can also eliminate or ease the 
financial burden. the alberta funeral service 
association estimates the average cost of a 
funeral in alberta is $4,500. you could save 
money by paying for the services you (hopefully) 
don’t use until the distant future.

one important step is deciding if you want to be 
buried, cremated or donated to medical science. 
if you don’t want burial or cremation as part of the 
service, or even a traditional funeral at a church 
or chapel, you could have a memorial service 
either immediately or down the road. from there, 
you can decide on the details you want: who will 
officiate, music, slideshow, eulogies, obituaries, 

memorabilia, flowers, food, and your final resting 
place. it’s a lot to consider, which is why it’s ideal 
to plan ahead.

“i am a firm believer that the celebration of life 
should reflect the person,” reitsema says. “why 
have a church service for someone who has 
never attended church?”

with that in mind, you don’t have to follow the 
norm. if you’ve always hosted the best parties, 
why not throw one final bash? if you love to travel, 
orchestrate a trip for your loved ones as a final 
celebration. if you’re a music lover, host a live 
concert featuring your favourite music as your last 
hurrah.

customizing your final commemoration by 
sharing your interests, memories and talents is the 
perfect way for people to remember you. some 
folks hold a “pre-funeral” before they pass to 
spend time with family and friends and celebrate 
their life while still alive. whatever you decide, 
it will be all the more meaningful because you 
chose it.

“even if the person has only prearranged the 
goods and services necessary, the surviving family 
has a much easier task than starting from the 
beginning,” reitsema says. “they are confident 
they are doing what their loved one wanted 
instead of guessing.”

making your wishes known will help immensely, 
even if yours is not to have a final celebration. 
had we had any hint of what my mom wanted, 
we wouldn’t have been plagued by uncertainty 
throughout an already devastating experience.

ultimately, it’s better to have a painful 
conversation now to ease far greater pain down 
the road. n

Story by Colleen Seto | Visit applemag.ca

tAlkinG About
thE ‘f’ word:
funErAls

WHAt tO DO WHen 
A lOVeD One DieS
a number of legal and financial 

obligations have to be looked after 
when someone dies. many will require 
a statement of death. that document 
will be required to cancel benefits 
such as:
n old age security
n canada pension plan
n employment insurance
n tax-related payments
n personal identification, such as 

passports, registrations and licences.
surviving spouses or family 

members may also be eligible for the 
survivor’s pension or the canada 
pension plan death benefit. and, 
if you’re acting as the executor or 
administrator, you’re responsible for 
the deceased’s finances.

things to consider include:
Assets
n property deeds
n rent payments
n Bank accounts
n investments
n other belongings
debts
n credit cards
n loan payments
n utility bills
n other unpaid bills
insurance
n mortgage
n personal/family coverage
n work coverage
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Giving is healthy: contact your local foundation or Health Advisory Council today. www.ahs.ca

lacing up was well worth the effort for 
participants in the shoppers love you 
run for women who raised $120,000 on 

behalf of the royal alexandra hospital foundation 
(rahf) on may 28.

the foundation has been the charity of choice 
for this run in edmonton for three years in a row, 
and this year, funds will support the reproductive 
mental health program at the lois hole hospital 
for women in the royal alexandra hospital.

“the reproductive mental health program offers 
assessment and short-term treatment for women 
experiencing mental health issues,” says cheryl 
lux-warholik, reproductive mental health unit 
manager at the hospital. “reproductive mental 
health encompasses multiple stages in a woman’s 
life including fertility, pregnancy, postpartum, 
pregnancy loss, and menopause.

“support for women in the perinatal period 
(time-frame around childbirth from four months 
prior to one month after) is extremely important 
as we know that children’s development can 
be adversely affected when mothers suffer with 

mental health symptoms.”
the five-km and 10-km walk/run, based out of 

edmonton’s sir wilfrid laurier park, also featured 
a one-km ‘little legs’ course for youngsters. 
participants have now raised more than $286,000 
in the last three runs for the foundation.

sharlene rutherford, foundation vice president, 
says she’s inspired by the race – and her team 
is thrilled to once again be the beneficiary of this 
event.

“the shoppers love you run for women 
is outstanding in its support for the lois hole 
hospital for women,” she says. “funds this year 
will support leading-edge research in acute care 
perinatal mental health.”

a pilot research study also promises to generate 
insightful information and will help to guide 
practice surrounding prevention and support for 
perinatal mental health in the future.

each year, 15 cities across canada host the run, 
usually held in may and june. in 2014 and 2015, 
edmonton topped the nation in dollars raised and 
public participation.

“with the support of shoppers drug mart, we 
are making incredible achievements and reaching 
new levels of innovation in women’s health care,” 
says rutherford.

for more information, visit www.runforwomen.
ca, or www.royalalex.org. n

aug17 fEAst on thE fiEldthe capitalcare foundation is hosting the second annual feast on the field. this all-inclusive event features an alberta-inspired feast right on the field at commonwealth stadium, starting at 5:30 p.m. celebrate edmonton’s thriving food scene with award-winning local chefs while supporting seniors in care. proceeds go toward health initiatives at capitalcare long-term care centres. tickets are $195 per person. for more information, visit www.feastonthefield.weebly.com.

Mark your
calendar

Foundation fundraisers laced up for the 2016 Shoppers Love You Run for Women, helping raise $120,000 for reproductive mental health at the Lois 
Hole Hospital for Women in Edmonton. Front row, from left: Crystal Willms, Natalie Ozipko, Rishma Karmali. Back row, from left: Sharlene Rutherford, 
Anna Sknar, Raazmina Youn, Madison Rutherford, Leah Caldwell, Travis Bohaychuk, Zahra Mawji, Lindsay Peddle, Andrew Otway and Brenda Fraser.

Shoppers Drug Mart love You Run for Women supports mental health of moms and moms-to-be
on the run for reproductive fitness
Story by Kerri Robins | Photo courtesy Michael Chevalier

Health Advisory Councils
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to see edmonton Zone News online, 
please visit www.albertahealthservices.
ca/zones/Page12867.aspx.

Zone News – edmonton Zone is 
published monthly by alberta health 
services to inform albertans of the 
programs and services available to them, 
and of the work being done to improve the 
health care system in their communities.
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AHS embraces local leadership and zone-based decision-making. Here in edmonton and area, front-line 
physicians and clinical leaders at every level of the organization have joint planning and decision- 
making authority with operational leaders, meaning faster decisions closer to where care is provided.

cAlGAry ZonE
Population: 1,544,495 

• life expectancy: 83.5 years • hospitals: 14

south ZonE
Population: 298,169 

• life expectancy: 79.9 years • hospitals: 14

Edmonton ZonE
Population: 1,295,164

• life expectancy: 81.9 years • hospitals: 14

cEntrAl ZonE
Population: 470,490

• life expectancy: 80.1 years • hospitals: 30

north ZonE
Population: 478,979

• life expectancy: 79.7 years • hospitals: 34

alBerta:
Zone By Zone

To find the hospitals, services, facilities 
and programs in your zone, please visit 
albertahealthservices.ca/FacilitySearch.

locAl lEAdErshiPlocAl lEAdErshiP

Dr. David Mador, Vice President,  
Medical Director, AHS North

Deb Gordon, Vice President, 
CHOO, AHS North

www.ahs.ca Be sure to visit our website for health advisories around the province.

this paper has been certified to meet 
the environmental and social standards 
of the Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) 
and comes from well-managed forests 
and other responsible sources.

fsc loGo

(printer places on)

in july, dr. daniel garros celebrated his 20th anniversary of caring for 
children and families at stollery children’s hospital.  

as an intensivist on the pediatric intensive care unit (picu), garros 
cares for critically ill children between the ages of one month and 17 
years.

“my typical working day is spent looking after some of the sickest 
children in western canada who are admitted into the hospital after 
traumas or surgeries – children who develop severe organ failure or 
have received transplants, kids who need significant support,” garros 

says.
the survival rate for children receiving care at the 

stollery picu is an impressive 95-97 per cent. these 
results are comparable to the best intensive care 
units in the world.

“the best part of my job is seeing a child that we 
almost lost recover and return to the picu with their 
parents to say ‘thank you’ to our team.”

in addition to his role on the unit, garros trains 
medical students and is part of a team that advises pediatric physicians 
throughout rural alberta and the n.w. t. on pediatric acute care. he 
also works with the picu and the stollery’s bereavement committee.

originally from Brazil, garros has made several trips to south 
america and the caribbean to volunteer his medical services with the 
international children’s heart foundation. 

on a recent trip to guyana, his team performed 18 pediatric heart 
surgeries in two weeks. 

and after two decades of caring for patients at the stollery, garros 
says he enjoys a continuing passion for his career. 

“i’ve found the opportunity of a lifetime at the stollery, and to be part 
of a great team that has built one of the top children’s hospitals in the 
world.” n

GARROS

saving young lives
for two decades
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Are you one of the hundreds of thousands of Albertans living with diabetes? 
Know someone who is? Then join us this fall for the CDA Expos…
Diabetes impacts the lives of hundreds of thousands of 
Albertans.  The number of Albertans living with diabetes is 
expected to grow to over 300,000 this year, and over 25 per 
cent of Albertans are living with diabetes or prediabetes—
including many who are undiagnosed. 

That’s why Alberta Blue Cross is pleased to be partnering with 
the Canadian Diabetes Association to sponsor three upcoming 
CDA Expos. These events offer great opportunities to learn 
about diabetes self-management while connecting and 
motivating people living with diabetes. And they’re free! Each 
event includes a great line-up of expert speakers, an interactive 
tradeshow, local content and opportunities to win prizes.

•• Aboriginal Gathering & CDA Expo, September 16, 2016 
River Cree Casino, Edmonton

•• Edmonton CDA Expo, October 27, 2016 
Key note speaker: Dr. Ali Zentner, MD, Global News Medical 
Consultant and Lifestyle Intervention Expert 
Italian Cultural Centre

•• Calgary Diabetes Awareness Day and CDA Expo,  
November 26, 2016 
University of Calgary Health Science Centre

For more information and to register to attend, please visit 
diabetes.ca/events.

Story and photo by Mikayla Yasinski |  

a combined $54.5-million gift to the women 
and children’s health research institute 
at the university of alberta will help ensure 

a healthier future for women and children.
the stollery children’s hospital foundation 

gave $40 million to the institute, the largest 
gift in the university of alberta’s history. the 
royal alexandra hospital foundation gave an 
additional $14.5 million for a total boost to the 
institute of $54.5 million.

the women and children’s health research 
institute is a decade-long partnership between 
the university of alberta and alberta health 
services (ahs), and the only organization 
in canada dedicated to the full spectrum of 
women’s, children’s and perinatal health.

this research, care and treatment partnership 
will continue for at least another 10 years, thanks 
to these donations.

“the women and children’s health research 

institute is an example of how bringing people 
and organizations together makes a big 
difference for patients, their families and our 
communities,” says dr. verna yiu, ahs president 
and ceo. 

“the knowledge, understanding and advances 
made possible by this transformative gift will 
have an undeniable impact on the lives of 
women and children, not just in our province, but 
nationally and internationally.” n

gift promises Better health outcomess


